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&
The need for a transcript to July 16 2015 hearing for B40BM021 at public expense
Dear Ms Bankroft-Rimmer,
As you may or may not know, I have been suing Deutsche Bank- “DB” - for silver price
manipulation since early 2014 when regulators announced investigations into DB. As of late DB
settled in New York, for the allegations I made against them - London Silver Fixing Ltd. Antitrust
Litigation, 1:14-md-02573. Judge Valerie E Caproni who was judge on that case can be emailed on
caproninysdchambers@nysd.uscourts.gov if there is any doubt that I am misrepresenting DB in
these matters.
According to a leak from the Financial Times DB were also recently found guilty by the
FCA of money laundering to terrorists, and of having destroyed transaction records to hide such
felonies. They also appear to have paid a fine to BaFin, the German regulator for the same crimes.
Now when I brought up the allegations of manipulation before the High Court, Judge Simon
Brown QC refused to let me cross-examine the first defendant Anshu Jain, CEO of DB, even
though the defendant was the applicant to the oral strike-out hearing, Brown deeming my demand
as vexatious and he also deemed all references to regulator reports in that lawsuit as vexatious and
used that as justification for a restraining order against me – preventing me from recovering
damages from Deutsche Bank, which we now know to be guilty.
I wrote a letter to Simon Brown last week, giving him the reasons why the order should be
revoked, based on DB's settlement and their money laundering, which was another allegation in his
hearing that he dismissed, but has since proven prescient: I have received no reply from him.
His extraordinary conduct was put before two judges, Lord Haddon-Cave and Lord Burnett
who dismissed my allegations against him, numbering twenty or so, without having a copy of the
transcript of the hearing. The only transcript that was commissioned was the transcript of the
verdict, and that was by you.
Now the US congress is accusing George Osborne and the FSA of meddling with the
judicial system in the US to protect HSBC from prosecution for money laundering to the Mexican
drugs cartel.
It is quite obvious that if that was the previous administration's policy, then they likely
perverted the course of justice in the UK court system, and compromised the FCA, the High Court,

the Court of Appeal and JACO to conceal Deutsche Bank's frauds. If there is any doubt then
consider why the FCA never brought criminal charges against Deutsche Bank for funding terrorists.
Also Anshu Jain, CEO of Deutsche Bank, the first defendant in the claim, had political
connections, having liaised with Gordon Brown when Brown was Prime Minister. Gordon Brown
should have had the intelligence at that time to infer that Jain was instrumental in Libor
manipulation. Deutsche Bank also fund Common Purpose, the political charity that was started by
David Cameron. The charity is involved in training court staff in the UK, which probably means it
is a vector for bribery. Most of the major contributors to Common Purpose are the Libor/FX
manipulation cartel. All of the defendants, save possibly HSBC, were contributors to Common
Purpose.
It does make a complete mockery of both the judicial system and our security forces that
bank executives have immunity to conspiracy to fund terrorism, and all the intelligence of the State
cannot identify Deutsche Bank's silver price manipulation – that credit goes to the private US
litigators in the New York lawsuit, not government regulators of any nation..
Given that DB manipulated bullion prices its audits cannot be substantial and virtuous. As I
specified in the Particulars of the Claim, DB were telling the world on June 19 2014 that they had
begun an audit into themselves for gold price manipulation – an audit they were publicizing on their
website as ongoing, even after BaFin had concluded its investigations in late January 2015. (While
telling me it had completed its audit and found no wrongdoing in July 2014). Why do the regulators
not want to see that audit? Why do they never mention it? Why is it that when I challenge DB to
present evidence for that audit in court they deliver nothing, and the judge does not care?
I wrote a second letter last week to John Cryan, the current CEO of DB, to either force his
bank to settle, or present evidence of the audit to the Court of Appeal. As with Simon Brown he
stonewalled me. This tell us that Cryan, rather than fighting to reform his bank, its misconduct
having created its current share price crisis, as its profits were slammed by Libor rigging liabilities –
that he instead is there to conceal its crimes. There is no reform, and he has proved to be as culpable
as the former directors.
The largesse towards the near insolvent Deutsche Bank is absurdly corrupt – and it is why I
ask you to commission a transcript to Simon Brown's hearing at public expense, to allow the Court
of Appeal to re-open the claims against him and route out the corruption that George Osborne has
sewn.
I will copy this letter to both Theresa May, the current Prime Minister, and Lord Chancellor
Liz Truss so that they can see what Michael Grove, Baron Thomas and George Osborne were
covering up. If there is any question that the transcript should not be commissioned, then the
explanation should come from them.
I will copy this letter to my website to create a permanent record of what I requested from
the Ministry of Justice, so there can be no denial, in the future, from any of the recipients, that they
have been taken by surprise in these matters.
Yours sincerely
Mark Anthony Taylor

